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Abstract: Vehicular delay-tolerant networks (VDTNs) are
opportunistic networks that enable connectivity in challenged
scenarios with unstable links where end-to-end communications
may not exist. VDTN architecture handles non-real time
applications using vehicles to relay messages between network
nodes. To address the problem of intermittent connectivity,
network nodes store messages on their buffers, carrying them
through the network while waiting for transfer opportunities.
The storage capacity of the nodes affects directly the network
performance. Therefore, it is important to incorporate suitable
network protocols using self-contained messages to improve
communication that supports store-carry-and-forward operation
procedures. Clearly, such procedures motivate content caching
and retrieval. This paper surveys the state-of-the art on
intelligent caching and retrieval mechanisms focusing on ad-hoc
and delay tolerant networks (DTN). These approaches can offer
important insights for upcoming proposals on intelligent caching
and retrieval mechanisms for VDTNs.
Index terms: Vehicular Delay-Tolerant Networks; DelayTolerant Networks; Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks; Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks; Caching, Web-caching

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) [1] are autonomous adhoc networks where mobile hosts are connected by multi-hop
wireless links. MANETs do not rely on common network
infrastructures and services since nodes perform all the
networking functions [2]. Typical applications of MANET
include rescue operations [3], military scenarios [4], and in
cases where is impossible to establish a wired backbone [5].
This communication technology can also be used for
extending the coverage of current wireless networks.
Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [6] are considered a
subset of MANETs and are presented as an important
component of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [7].
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The key differences between MANETS and VANETs are
the nodes mobility that can be anticipated due to the roads and
traffic signalization (traffic lights) and also the rapid changes
on the network topology taking into account vehicles velocity
and movement [8]. Vehicles provide all network services
relaying data between them. VANET networks can also
include “infostations” that are wireless access points placed on
the roadside. Infostations may be used to provide connectivity
to the Internet for passing by vehicles. Then, vehicles can be
exploited to propagate and deliver data across the network [9,
10]. Those data may include information about accident
notifications, road conditions warnings and also Internet
connectivity for several applications [11, 12] such as,
electronic mail, Web browsing, audio and video streaming,
among others. VANETs enable several other applications such
as notification of traﬃc condition, advertisements [9], and
cooperative collision avoidance [13].
VANETs are characterized by high mobility of vehicles,
which is responsible for a highly dynamic network topology
and to short contact durations. Moreover, limited transmission
ranges, physical obstacles, and interferences lead to disruption,
intermittent connectivity, and partition. Conventional routing
protocols proposed for VANETs assume end-to-end
connectivity. Thus, they were not designed to handle
conditions caused by network disconnection, partitions, or
long delays [14-17]. To answer these challenging connectivity
problems, delay tolerant network (DTN) architectural concepts
can be used [18].
DTNs are presented as a solution to challenged
environments characterized by any or all of the following
characteristics: intermittent connectivity, long and/or variable
delay, asymmetric data rates, high error rates, and even no
end-to-end connectivity [19]. DTNs introduce store-carryand-forward functions by overlaying a bundle protocol layer
above the transport layer, which provides internetworking on
heterogeneous networks (regions) operating on different
transmission media. The bundle protocol [20] is end-to-end,
strongly asynchronous, message (i.e., bundle) oriented. The
store-carry-and-forward paradigm avoids the need for constant
connectivity. The idea behind it is to exploit node mobility to
physically carry data between disconnected parts of the
network. This approach circumvents the lack of an end-to-end
path, enabling non real time (i.e., delay-tolerant) applications.
[21]. DTNs have been applied to various scenarios such as
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inteerplanetary networks
n
[22], underwateer networks [23],
wilddlife trackingg sensor netw
works [24], and networkks for
devveloping comm
munities [25].
V
Vehicular
delaay-tolerant nettworks (VDT
TNs) [26] appeear as
new
w network arcchitecture bassed on the conncept of DTN
N and
alsoo gathering coontributions from
fr
other nettwork technollogies
thatt use out-of-baand signaling and aggregatiion of IP dataggrams
at the
t core of thhe network (such as opticcal burst swittching
[27]]), which is aimed
a
for spaarse or partitiioned opportuunistic
vehhicular networkks.
V
VDTN
architeecture is insspired by thhe store-carryy-andforw
ward paradigm
m of DTNs. Nonetheless,
N
the VDTN laayered
archhitecture conssiders an IP ovver VDTN appproach, placinng the
VD
DTN layer under the network layer, annd assumes out-ofo
bannd signaling, with separattion between control andd data
plannes. This sepaaration is a contribution of VDTNs in order to
reduuce the netw
work complexiity and manaagement. Signnaling
messsages are useed when a coontact opportuunity is discovvered.
Theey carry inform
mation such as,
a but not lim
mited to, nodee type,
geoographical loocation, routte, velocity,, supported link
techhnologies propperties (e.g., range, data raate), energy status,
s
buff
ffer status, buundle sizes, delivery optiions, routing state
infoormation, andd security reqquirements, among
a
others. The
conntrol plane uses
u
this infoormation to perform funcctions
relaated with coonfiguring, reeserving andd maintainingg the
necessary data plane
p
resourcces. This appproach is used to
optiimize data bunndle transmisssion, performeed at the data plane
leveel. VDTN arcchitecture has been successffully evaluateed and
valiidated throughh a VDTN Labb prototype [228].
V
VDTN
networrks allow dellay-tolerant data
d
traffic frrom a
variiety of vehiccular applicattions to be routed over time,
expploiting the physical moovement of vehicles andd the
oppportunistic linnks they estabblish with eaach other andd with
otheer network noodes. An exam
mple of a VDT
TN network appplied
to a rural connecctivity scenarioo is shown inn Figure 1. It shows
s
threee possible VD
DTN node typpes - terminal nodes, relay nodes,
n
andd mobile nodees. Terminal nodes
n
act as access
a
points to
t the
VD
DTN network providing connection
c
too end-users. It is
assuumed that at leeast one termiinal node has direct access to the
Inteernet. Mobilee nodes (e.g., vehicles) are
a responsiblle for
phyysically carryinng data betweeen terminal nodes.
n
Relay nodes
n
are devices with store-andd-forward caapability alloowing
byppassing mobille nodes to drop
d
and picckup data bunndles.
Theese nodes incrrease the num
mber of contaact opportunitties in
sparrse scenarios,, contributingg to improve the deliveryy ratio
andd decrease the delivery delaay [29]. As staated above, in order
to address the problem of intermittent connectivityy and
work partitioon, network nodes store bundles on their
netw
buff
ffers, carrying them while waiting
w
for trannsfer opportunnities.
At the
t same timee, routing prootocols may replicate bunddles to
disccover more poossible paths, and thus inccreasing the bundle
b
deliivery rate annd decreasingg the deliveery delay [300]. If
appplication protoocols used in VDTNs use request-respon
r
nse or
pubblish-subscribee paradigm, and
a its contennts are relevannt for
variious users (ee.g., Web paages), then thhe combinatioon of
bunndle storage during largee periods of time and their
repllication can be
b further expplored. If datta bundles coontain
hintts describingg their conteent, this enaables functionns of
resoource retrieval with cachhing and diistributed ressource
storrage in conjunnction with rettrieval.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a VDTN nettwork.

uch an approaach minimizees end-to-end
d interactions and
Su
increeases applicatiion performannce [31].
Th
his paper surveeys the state oof the art on in
ntelligent cachhing
schem
mes for ad-hooc and DTN nnetworks. It reeviews the statte of
the art
a on these toopics gatherinng contributio
ons for upcom
ming
storage and retrievval proposals ffor VDTNs.
he remainder of
o the paper iss organized ass follows. Secction
Th
II rev
views the relaated work on Web caching
g mechanisms and
inherrent concepts. Section III aaddresses cach
hing algorithm
ms in
ad-ho
oc networks including
i
cachhe protocols for
f MANETs and
VAN
NETs. Availaable caching approaches for DTNs are
surveeyed in Secttion IV. Secction V overrviews the main
m
contrributions gathhered from the presented projects and
propo
osals includinng several coonceptual base ideas of fuuture
conteent storage annd retrieval meechanisms forr VDTNs. Finnally,
Sectiion VI concluudes the papeer and pointss further reseearch
direcctions.

II. WEB CACHING MECHANISM
MS
Caaching mechannisms have beeen applied in
n several netw
work
archiitectures and communicattion technologies in ordeer to
reducce latency, bandwidth
b
ussage, and seerver load. Web
W
cachiing principless may be alsso applied on
n rural vehiccular
networks. Then, this
t
topic shoould be addreessed in ordeer to
ge and retriieval
gatheer contributions for content storag
mech
hanisms for VDTNs
V
that m
may be used on
o rural areas. By
defin
nition, a cachee is basicallyy a fast and temporary
t
stoorage
buffeer. Cached datta can be acceessed in a futu
ure rather thann the
origin
nal data, saviing computattional resourcces. An imporrtant
exam
mple of such technology
t
is a proxy serv
ver [32]. A prroxy
serveer acts as an inntermediate eelement for a client
c
requestt and
seekss the responsse in other seervers or in a local cachee. A
cachiing proxy servver improves the service providing
p
a fastest
respo
onse by retrievving content stored in previious requests [33].
[
Figurre 2 illustratess a generic W
Web caching sy
ystem with prroxy
cooperation. As may
m be seen,, clients interract directly with
w
proxiies and they also cooperate with other proxies to proviide a
fast answer
a
to the user’s
u
requestt.
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Fig. 2. Illuustration of a Web
W caching scheme with proxyy
cooperation.

T evolution of the mobile Internet alloows users to easily
The
acceess the Webb anytime annd anywhere. These condditions
resuult in higher user latency and networkk traffic congeestion
mottivating the creation
c
of inttelligent cachhing schemes. Web
cachhing protocolss have provenn to be the besst solution forr these
speccific networkk problems [34].
[
Web coooperative caaching
mecchanisms are used by many
m
public organizations
o
(e.g.
IRC
Cache [35], NLANR
NL
[36]). Cooperative
C
c
caching
is bassed on
a hiierarchical appproach similaar to the Interrnet cache prootocol
(ICP
P) [37]. The first
f
hierarchiccal approach was
w proposed in the
Harrvest project [38]. Other related apprroaches are access
a
drivven cache [39], adaptive Web cachingg [40], cacheemesh
[41]], and geograaphical push caching
c
[42]. Cooperative cache
scheemes basicallly introduce a cache on evvery network node.
Afteer, each cachhe sends a reqquest for misssing contents to its
corrresponding uppper level cachhe. This proceess is repeatedd until
the request is reeached or it attains the rooot cache. Fiinally,
t object is copied
c
wheen the responsse returns to thhe requester, the
to all
a caches and they are updaated.
NG MECHANISMS IN AD-HOC NETWORKS
III. CACHIN

A
Ad-hoc
netwoorks are wiireless netwoorks where nodes
n
coooperate to forw
ward traffic am
mong them until
u
the destinnation
nodde is reachedd. Ad-hoc networks topology raises seeveral
funddamental reseearch issues thhat are still being
b
debatedd. One
of these
t
issues iss the most apppropriate cacching strategyy. The
diffficulty of solvving this quesstion appears from the facct that
netw
work nodes have
h
limited storage
s
capacity and also suffer
from
m energy connstraints [43]. In [44] it is proposed
p
a caaching
soluution to im
mprove mobille performannce, focusingg on
term
minal’s latency, connectivitty and energyy constraints. Upon
a reequest, each node
n
uses loccal statistics of
o every interaaction
thatt identify mobbile terminals that have moost likely storeed the
requuested data. It
I also uses a list of knownn mobile term
minals
andd a routing tabble to find all nodes that are in lower rannge to
the next base station. Afteerwards, mobbile terminals are
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contaacted from thee closest to thhe farthest on
ne, until receivving
an accknowledgem
ment of a mobbile terminal that
t
is storingg the
requeested data, or
o there are nno more mobile terminalls to
contaact. To minim
mize network load and energy consumpttion,
this approach usees timeouts innstead of misssed messagees to
fy mobile term
minals that a reequested objecct was not cacched.
notify
A cooperative cache protoccol for ad-ho
oc networks was
propo
osed in [45]. It presents an efficient approach
a
to save
energ
gy consumptioon and minim
mize network lo
oad. The propposal
preseents the folllowing threee distinct cache
c
protoccols:
Cach
heData, CacheePath, and Hy
HybridCache. In
I the CacheP
Path
proto
ocol, a nodee records only the data path insteadd of
recorrding the infoormation of alll passing dataa. This procedure
only occurs when the data is closer to the caching
c
node than
d
source. Inn the CacheD
Data protocol, instead of paaths,
the data
routeer nodes frequuently cache accessed passsing-by dataa for
future requests. The HybriidCache pro
otocol use both
b
Cach
heData and CachePath
C
protocols. As demonstratedd in
[45], caching daata locally or its path improves node
n
perfo
ormance by saaving and imprroving storagee space.
A cooperative caching allgorithm, called Hamlet, is
propo
osed in [46]. This cachingg strategy worrks independeently
on eaach network node
n
decidingg which conten
nts are cacheaable.
These caching deccisions are takken according to a probabillistic
mate of what nearby
n
nodes m
may have storred in their caches
estim
and with
w the intenttion of differeentiating its ow
wn stored conntent
from the others. Hamlet cann be applied to any conntent
distriibution systeem where nnetwork nodees can overrhear
query
y/response meessages, estim
mate its distancce from the quuery
sourcce node and the respondinng node in hops,
h
identifyy the
version of the transmitting
t
iinformation, and associatte a
t
to each ittem on its cacche.
speciific dropping time
MA
ANETs [1] are autonom
mous ad-hoc networks where
w
mobiile nodes interrconnect eachh other’s by multi-hop
m
wireeless
links. A MANET
T may operate in isolation
n or may havve a
way connectiion to a fixed network. A cooperaative
gatew
cachiing service for MANET
Ts is presentted in [47] and
illusttrated in Figurre 3. This prooposal addressses two imporrtant
aspeccts in cooperaative cachingg - cache reso
olution and caache
manaagement. Caache resolution concern
ns the deciision
mech
hanisms of thhe mobile devvice to find th
he requested data
from the user. For
F
this purrpose, historiical profiles and
forwaarding nodess are used too induce lesss communicaation
costss. Cache mannagement dettermines whiich data willl be
placeed on/purged from the loocal cache. This
T
managem
ment
decreeases significaantly the num
mber of cached copies betw
ween
nodes, allowing a bigger ddistinctive daata storage and
oving the overall network pperformance [47].
impro
An
nother coopeerative cachinng scheme for
f
MANETs is
propo
osed in [48]. This propposal includes a distribbuted
appliication softwaare that implem
ments ad-hoc cooperative Web
W
cachiing among mobile
m
terminnals. This ap
pproach aimss to
impro
ove Web latency among mobile term
minals, optimiizing
their energy consuumption and aalso increasing
g data availabiility.
a
according
It inttroduces a local caching strrategy that is adapted
to th
he capacity of the terminaal. Every cacched documennt is
weighted accordinng to its probaability of bein
ng retrieved inn the
future and the enerrgy cost assocciated with getting remotelyy the
document. Docum
ments with thee lowest weig
ghts are remooved
from cache. The value of a ddocument weeigh is compputed
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accoording to its Popularity,, AccessCostt, and Coheerency
valuues. Popularitty value indiicates the proobability of future
f
acceess, accordingg to the num
mber of times the documennt has
alreeady been reqquested since it has been cached.
c
AccesssCost
valuue estimates the energy cost of gettting the docuument
rem
motely in casee of being reemoved from cache. Coheerency
valuue balances the
t lifetime of
o a documennt and the energy
e
rem
maining on the terminal.
V
Vehicular
ad-hhoc networks (VANETs) [8]
[ are a subset of
MA
ANETs wherre vehicles deliver andd propagate data
throoughout the network.
n
Ott et al. presents the Drivee-thru
Inteernet project architecture [49].
[
This VA
ANET projectt uses
IEE
EE 802.11 [500] access poinnts that proviide several Innternet
servvices for movving vehicles in
i challenged environmentss with
inteermittent connnectivity. To solve the discconnection prooblem
thiss approach introduces the concept of perform
mance
enhhancing proxies (PEPs) [551]. PEPs aree usually network
agennts designedd to improvve end-to-endd communiccation,
breaaking one connnection into multiple
m
connnections. Drivee-thru
enhhancing proxies are placedd in a netwoork managed by a
Drivve-thru servicce provider and
a are used as fixed poinnts to
relaay mobile node
n
requestss to and frrom the Intternet.
Afteerwards, theyy cache the reqquested data (e.g., mail serrvices
or Web browssers) waitingg for a new
w communiccation
oppportunity to forward it [11].

r
villagges regardingg Web pag
ges request and
in remote
speciialized educaation applicaations. This approach uses
collab
borative cachhing allowing computers within
w
a villagge to
accesss Web pages stored on othher connected machines. It also
introd
duces a preddictive prefetching techniq
que that deliivers
Web pages that haave not yet beeen requested from a client in a
ge, or even to clients in othher villages, assuming that they
villag
will be requestedd in a near ffuture. The advantage
a
of this
oach is that storage
s
functiions do not rely
r
only on one
appro
single proxy server, thus eliminaating single po
oints of failurre.
A distributed caaching schemee for DTNs iss proposed in [31,
ming
53]. It includes application hhints to messsages perform
D
intellligent cachingg. The authorrs present sccenarios for DTN
appliications like hypertext trransport prottocol (HTTP)) or
electrronic mail (eM
Mail), consideering both con
ntent retrievall and
cachiing scenarioss as well as content storaage and retriieval
appliications [25, 54]. Figure 4 illustrates a content retriieval
and caching
c
scenaario where a user acts as a requester. The
requeest is assumeed to be a W
Web resource.. A user sendds a
requeest (Req) for a resource (U)), which traveels through moobile
nodes until it reacches a server. Then, the server will sennd a
onse (Resp) thhat travels all tthe way back to
t the user.
respo

Fig
g. 4. Illustrationn of request andd response operations between user
and seerver.

Fig. 3. A cooperative caaching scheme for
f MANETs.

IV. CACHIING MECHANIISMS FOR DTN
N NETWORKS
D
Delay-tolerant
networks aree characterized by intermitttently
connnected links and
a long variaable latency. The
T bundle prootocol
usess persistent sttorage to solvve most of thhese issues [18]. A
DTN
N node storees a bundle while
w
waits for
f a future proper
p
connnection opportunity. Whenn a communiication opporrtunity
occuurs, the bundlee is forwardedd and this proccess is repeatedd with
bunndles relaying hop-by-hop until
u
eventuallly they reachh their
desttination. A sceenario where DTNs
D
can perrform a perfecct role
is inn highly disconnected netwoorks such as proving
p
connecctivity
to reemote villagess.
C
Cooperative
c
caching
and data
d
prefetchiing techniquees for
suchh a connectiivity scenarioo are presennted in [52]. This
propposal addresses the usabilitty of limited computer
c
netw
works

ollowing Figurre 4, to retrieve the respon
nse (Resp(U)),, the
Fo
resou
urce will be cached
c
on evvery intermed
diate node unttil it
reach
hes the requeester. The reqquest or the response mayy be
repliccated in variouus nodes depeending on the routing algoriithm
being
g used. The reeplica stays sttored on the node until the time
t
to liv
ve (TTL) exppires or the rresponse getss to the requeester
(end--to-end DTN acknowledgeement function
nality) or a more
m
recen
nt response repplaces it. If annother user issues a request for
the same
s
resourcee (Req2 (U)), this request may cross noodes
that have
h
already a replicated reesponse (Resp
p). In that casee, an
interm
mediate node that has that rresource in itss buffer can crreate
a new
w response (R
Resp2 (U)) frrom its queueed (Resp (U)) and
send it as a replyy to the userr, acting as an
a implicit caache.
Thereefore, nodes must be abble to identtify the resoource
match
hing both reequests (Req22 (U)) and (Resp1 (U)) and
deterrmine if the response
r
is still the most recent one. This
princciple is illustraated in Figure 5.

Fig
g. 5. Illustrationn of a request annd a response between
b
an userr and
a networrk node.
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Inn a content storage and reetrieval scenarrio, a user reqquests
storrage (streq) of a resource (U) to a servver (Figure 6)). The
storrage request (streq
(
(U)) trravels trough the nodes unntil it
reacches the servver. On its path,
p
the resoource (U) will be
repllicated along the
t traversed nodes. Whilee stored/queueed, the
resoource (U) is avvailable to anyy requester thaat is interestedd on it.
Thee nodes must identify the local copy of the resource and
creaate the responnse from previious storage reequests (streqq (U)).
This mechanism may act as daata backup for stored resourrces in
ware loss or faiilure.
casee of any hardw

Fig. 6. Illustrattion of storage operations
F
o
on network nodes, which
w
can perform
m backup servicees in a server faailure scenario.

T
These
scenariios clearly present a distributed
d
caaching
straategy in DTN
N nodes. In orrder to improove this distriibuted
cachhing scheme, in [55] is propposed a logic module for sttorage
andd retrieval operrations. This module
m
allowss cache lookuups for
storred resources in the queue and cache reetrieval for paassing
requuests. Such prrocedures requuire additional information about
bunndle payloads. For this purppose, application-hints exteension
bloccks for the bundle
b
protoccol were preesented [53]. The
appplication-hint illustrated in Figure 7 contains several cache
conntrol fields. Among
A
others, the application protocoll field
shows the used application protocol (e.gg. HTTP, FT
TP) to
perfform proper resource mattching. A node may onlyy give
suppport and preeferential treaatment for seeveral applicaations.
Ressource identifi
fier identifies the carried reesource. Operration
typee indicates weeather the resoource is a requuest, a responnse, an
uncconfirmed eveent, or an unnknown operaation type andd if a
bunndle contains a resource. In
I case of bunndle fragmenttation,
the application hiint must be coopied to all fraagments.
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V. DISCUSSSION TOWAR
RDS CONTENT STORAGE AND
D
RETR
RIEVAL PROPO
OSALS FOR VD
DTNS
Bo
oth ad-hoc andd VDTN netw
works may asssume that netw
work
nodes cooperate among them to forward data traffic. The
n [45] uses the
cooperative cachiing scheme presented in
ds and node paaths to easily cache
c
and retrrieve
requeester nodes ids
conteents, saving ennergy consum
mption and minimizing netw
work
load. In a VDTN context,
c
this caaching and fo
orwarding soluution
that identifies preevious requesster and receiver nodes could
ove the forwaarding of speccific cached contents,
c
reduucing
impro
network load signnificantly, conntributing for energy, time, and
bandwidth saving. The above-deescribed proposals presenteed in
[47, 48] furnish several mechanisms to find a specific
requeested data annd to determinne which datta will be plaaced
on/pu
urged from a local
l
cache. T
These caching schemes can also
be ad
daptive accordding to the stoorage capacity
y of the term
minal.
Such
h approaches can contribbute to a similar upcom
ming
propo
osal for VDT
TN, decreasinng significantlly the numbeer of
cacheed copies beetween VDT
TN nodes, alllowing a bigger
distin
nctive data storage annd improvin
ng the netw
work
perfo
ormance. The Drive-thru Innternet projectt [49] includess the
use of performaance enhancinng proxies (PEPs) [51] on
NETs and thiss approach ooffers insightss on caching and
VAN
forwaarding proceddures that anaalogously cou
uld be applieed to
VDT
TN relay nodess.
VD
DTN networrks gather iimportant contributions from
f
mobiile DTNs, theerefore the abbove-mention
ned DTN cachhing
schem
mes also offeer further direections to an upcoming
u
VD
DTN
storage and retrievval solution. T
The above-deescribed propoosals
DTNs
addreess important aspects that are equally trreated in VD
(cong
gestion probleems, content storage and retrieval, conntent
retrieeval, and cacching). The ccollaborative caching propposal
preseented in [31] offers
o
insightss on similar teechniques thatt can
be peerfectly adaptted and impleemented on VDTN
V
relay noodes
that can
c be used ass backup in a server failure scenario. In [53],
[
it is proposed
p
to use
u applicationn-hints extenssion blocks forr the
bund
dle protocols.. These application-hints contain sevveral
cachee control fieldds allowing diffferent conten
nt storage policcies.
Appllying a similar techniquee to the VD
DTN architeccture
impliies a new appproach designned to the speecifications off the
VDT
TN bundle protocol.
p
A further storage and retriieval
propo
osal for VDTN
Ns based on thhe concept off application-hhints
must consider thatt, in a VDTN, a bundle pro
otocol data unnit is
formed by aggreegating severral IP packetts, based onn an
c
that in a
aggreegation strateggy. Then it iss suitable to consider
VDT
TN-like propoosal, bundles and its con
ntents must have
h
differrent storage annd retrieval m
mechanisms.
Taable I summarrizes the abovve-described main
m
caching and
retrieeval issues inn VDTNs andd the relationsship and posssible
contrributions withh the reviewedd solutions in web caching,, adhoc networks
n
and DTNs.
D

Fig. 7. Illustration of an Appliication-Hint exttension block foor the
bundle protocol.
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TABLE I
POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS AND SOLUTIONS FOR CACHING AND RETRIEVAL ISSUES IN VDTNS.

CACHING AND RETRIEVAL
ISSUES IN VDTNS

WEBCACHING

‐ The Cooperative caching scheme
presented in [45] uses the
requester nodes ids and node
paths to easily cache and retrieve
contents.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
AND MINIMAL NETWORK
LOAD

CACHING AND RETRIEVAL
OF SPECIFIC CONTENT

‐ Typical Web caching
schemes with proxy
cooperation.
‐ Cooperative caching
that basically introduces
a cache on every network
node.

CACHING AND
FORWARDING CONTENT IN
A CHALLENGED
ENVIRONMENT WITH

‐ Not available

INTERMITTENT
CONNECTIVITY

(DISCONNECTION
PROBLEM)

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Vehicular Delay Tolerant Networks (VDTNs) are a DTNbased disruptive network architecture where vehicles act as the
communication infrastructure. This paper surveyed available
research proposals on cache-based technologies focusing on
ad-hoc and DTN networks.
Since mobile nodes (e.g., vehicles) store and carry data on
their buffers waiting for contact opportunities, the buffer space
availability has a direct effect over the network performance.
Therefore, it is important to incorporate suitable network
protocols using self-contained messages to improve
communication
that
supports
store-carry-and-forward
operation procedures. Content storage and retrieval
mechanisms appeared as a promising solution, fully
automated, that manages the nodes buffer and decides which
data is to be stored, sent, or eliminated.
The above-surveyed caching and forward solutions include
related technologies (and architectures) to VDTNs. Thus, such
approaches may be analogously applied on VDTNs. This
study gathers contributions and conceptual approaches from
the related literature towards upcoming solutions for storage
and retrieval mechanisms on VDTNs. It may be considered for
future works.
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